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End-of-Program Review 2018-19
Examining Issues of Oppression, Privilege and Difference (OPD) in Programs

Extensively Moderately A little Not at All

Percent of 
Programs 
examined 
issues of 

OPD

Programs 
examined 

issues of OPD 
(N)

Programs 
responded (N)

All programs 32.4% 25.2% 27.3% 15.1% 84.9% 118 139
First-year (FY) FY only 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 33.3% 1 3
Lower Division (LD) FY-SO 42.9% 21.4% 35.7% 0.0% 100.0% 14 14
All Level (AL) FR-SR 21.6% 24.3% 37.8% 16.2% 83.8% 31 37
Sophomore-Senior (SOSR) 34.0% 26.4% 26.4% 13.2% 86.8% 46 53
Upper Division (UD) JR-SR 40.6% 25.0% 15.6% 18.8% 81.3% 26 32
Note: Courses, contracts and internships were not asked to participate in the EPR.
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Strategies or Activities used in Programs:

Program Program Type
Unruly Bodies: Health, Media, Biology and Power Extensively LD

Language, Power, Story Extensively LD
Adornment: Tradition, Innovation, and Power Extensively LD
Who Gets What?: Political Economy of Race, Class 
and Gender

Extensively LD

Introduction to Environmental Studies Extensively LD
Diversity, Democracy, and Fake News: Making our 
Way in the Time of Trump

Extensively LD

Production, Profits and People Extensively AL

Writing the South Extensively AL

Current Economic Issues and Social Movements Extensively AL

Leading and Managing in a Changing World Extensively AL

Who Gets What?: Political Economy of Income, 
Wealth, and Economic Justice

Extensively AL

The Age of Irony: U.S. History in the 20th Century Extensively AL

Africa Is Not a Country Extensively AL

Environmental and Social Justice Successes: How to 
Grow Hope in the Dark

Extensively AL

Teaching English Language Learners: Culture, 
Theory, and Methods

Extensively SOSR

Alternatives in and to Capitalism: Hands-on from 
Cascadian Grain to Basque Cooperatives

Extensively SOSR

Transnational Identities, Migration, and Unequal 
childhoods

Extensively SOSR

history, cultural studies, literature - filtered through all of our work

History, exploring the social construction of race, development, impact, and legacies of 
colonialism.
Same issues as mentioned in previous section. I use texts, lectures, films, to examine 
the history and complexity of systemic injustices.
We examined the research literature, conducted educator and student qualitative 
research, led workshops, discussion, analyzed media, and took part in school/community 
Alternatives to capitalism is entirely about exploitation, inequality and domination -- and 
what to do about them.  In addition, the program made extensive use of feminist theory.

Examined immigration and experiences based on diff social positions - we examined 
students' biases, priveliges, and experinces of marginalization

Regular film screenings and readings
Central theme for Media Watch Project (Diversity and Democracy)
Class inequality and oppression was a pervasive topic, since the subject was human 
resource management. In addition, problems of employer (and sometimes fellow 
employee) discrimination according to race and gender were frequently addressed 
through readings, films, lectures, workshops and roleplay.

History, literature, creative writing. Exploring identities and categories of race, gender, 
class, sexuality, and their intersections.
Seminar texts, film screenings & guest speakers, mainly focused on racism, classism & 
sexism, as well as specific discussions of intersectionality (e.g. by studying reproductive 
justice); we also attended the immigrants' rights march in Seattle and the Wing Luke 
Museum to study resistance to xenophobia in our area

Diversity, inclusion and equity were covered, 1.  A significant part of the Spring quarter 
including a primary text was dedicated to examining and understanding organizational 
justice issues that affect organizations by creating systems of oppression for some and 
privilege for others and how to work to recognize and dismantle them.

[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Native American and Indigenous Studies

Oppressive norms and resistances around bodies and health was the primary topic area 
of the program and woven throughout all content and activities.

We examined settler colonialism as an ongoing structure.
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Film, workshops, speakers, readings.

Content areas and activities
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Program Program Type
Student-Originated Studies: Music Extensively SOSR

Democracy and Free Speech Extensively SOSR

Student Originated Studies: Linguistics and Native 
American/Indigenous Studies

Extensively SOSR

Student-Originated Studies: In Search of 
Asian/Pacific Islander America

Extensively SOSR

Political Economy of Public Education: History and 
Philosophy

Extensively SOSR

Poverty: What, Why and How Extensively SOSR

Utopian Dreams, Dystopian Nightmares Extensively SOSR

The Spanish Speaking World: Cultural Crossings Extensively SOSR

American Lives: Immigration History, Law and 
Community Media

Extensively SOSR

Dimension of Inequality: Social Science and Statistics Extensively SOSR

Intermediate Microeconomics Extensively SOSR

Language, Power, Story Extensively SOSR
A People's Geography of American Empire Extensively SOSR
Housing and Community Development Extensively SOSR

workshops, readings, community work

[Faculty did not elaborate.]

[Faculty did not elaborate.]
We used the data base and curricular aids available through the “Mapping Privilege” 
Project’s web site and archives. In addition, we used data resources from the University 
of Washington’s “Civil Rights Labor History” project for videos and archival material. Both 
sources (and several others) were used to explore red-lining practices by financial 
institutions, institutional racism as reflected by US Federal housing policy, case studies – 
local and national - on housing discrimination. We used concepts from Community 
Psychology to explore the impacts of multi-generational discrimination and poverty. We 
explored issues of equity and privilege in the context of housing affordability, financial 
security and wealth accumulation. We also explored the Chinese Exclusionary Act and 
the discriminatory practices and laws associated with indigenous peoples related to 
reservations, forced child education, tribal housing and financial discrimination.

We worked on issues of power and patronage when it comes to the support of 
musicians, and how certain musicians or genres are supported officially while others are 
not. Because I am an ethnomusicologist, we discussed music from all over the world, the 
role of colonialism and empire, and issues of appropriation in music.

We studied free speech and democracy, so were always talking about power, dissent, 
and social change movements. It was close to a daily subject.
Reclamation and oppression of indigenous languages and culture

again... social, economic, and political inequalities covering all major areas of identity 
and status
Economic aspects, distribution of power, income and wealth.  At the center of lectures 
and many seminar readings.
Native American and Indigenous Studies

those topics as displayed, examined in fiction

from the online program description: "Students will have an opportunity to learn how 
social and political attitudes on race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and class can have 
differential effects on the lived experiences of young people in and out of schools."

Inequality in general, racism embedded in history and policy, systematic oppression.

Analysis and discussion of both literary and Philosophical texts, with an eye toward 
forming more just societies.

Content areas and activities
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Program Program Type
Student Originated Studies: Environmental 
Community-Based Learning and Action

Extensively SOSR

Studio Arts for Expressive Arts Therapy: Developing 
Cultural Competence

Extensively UD

Multicultural Counseling Extensively UD
Native Pathways Program: An Indigenous Approach 
to History (Olympia)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: An Indigenous Approach 
to History (Peninsula)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: An Indigenous Approach 
to History (Salish Sea Olympia Hybrid)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Prospering in a 
Postcolonial World (Olympia)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Indigenous Sovereignty 
and Decolonization (Olympia)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Indigenous Sovereignty 
and Decolonization (Peninsula)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Indigenous Sovereignty 
and Decolonization (Salish Sea Olympia Hybrid)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Indigenous Sovereignty 
and Decolonization (Tacoma)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: An Indigenous Approach 
to History (Quinault)

Extensively UD

Student-Originated Studies: Community-Based 
Learning and Action (CCBLA)

Extensively UD

Native Pathways Program: Indigenous Sovereignty 
and Decolonization (Quinault)

Extensively UD

Living Well: Psychology and Sustainability Moderately FY

Culture, Self, and Healing Moderately LD

Common Ground: Politics, Faith, and Community Moderately LD

Texts, seminar, readings, writing -- medicine wheel approach.

Seminars, speakers, texts and readings, writing, film.

Texts, Seminar, Speaker, Writing.

Native and Indigenous Studies.

(1) workshop with Gary Paul Nabhan on collaborative, community-based conservation 
and food security to combat polarization and work toward "the radical center;" (2) 
workshop on working respectfully in community organizations including attention to 
positionality and privilege; (3) participation in Farmworker Justice Day; (4) panel 
discussion with Dr. Tyrus Smith and MES Candidate Gabriel Marks about environmental 
justice and queer ecology; (5) participation in event at Hummingbird Studio, which is 
dedicated to inclusive, accessible art (optional evening event celebrating community-
based learning and action).

Expressive Arts, workshops, writing, research

psychology - cultural competency - ...

Texts, seminars and written work.

Textbooks, seminar, written work – medicine wheel approach.

Texts, seminars and written work.

In all ways, by all means possible, medicine wheel approach.

Course texts, research, videos, and journal articles were content areas that examined 
the long term effects of historical trauma on Native Americans and how oppressive 
governmental policies still exist supporting colonial privilege and marginalizing 
Indigenous populations in the U.S.

Students were engaged in community internships that addressed economic inequality, at 
risk youth (underprivileged), queer arts community work, senior issues, etc. and 
incarcerated youth (Gateways).

The theme of decolonization addresses these three areas, and our readings and written 
assignments as well as seminar supported exploration of these topics.

Writing prompts, paper assignment from EQUITY Symposium, analysis of structure and 
agency; class, race, gender privilige; cross cultural examples
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Readings focusing on slavery, systematic oppression, colonialism, racism, sexism, 
neurodivergent issues.

Content areas and activities
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Program Program Type
Teaching through performance Moderately LD

The German Program: Philosophy, Psychoanalysis, 
Cultural Studies, and Social Psychology

Moderately AL

Botany: Plants and People Moderately AL

Team Entrepreneurship, Leadership and Innovation: 
MTA Evergreen LEINN Change Maker Lab

Moderately AL

Projects in World Music Theater Moderately AL

Integrated Natural Sciences Moderately AL

Gardens as Creative Nonfiction Moderately AL

Liberal Education in the College Bubble: Crossing the 
   

Moderately AL
Tradition and Innovation in Indigenous North 
American Fiber Arts

Moderately AL

Social entrepreneurship and development: 
Management, sustainability and finance

Moderately AL

Pathways to Healthcare: a Clinical Practicum at 
Student Wellness Services

Moderately SOSR

God(s): An Inquiry Moderately SOSR
Literary Arts Foundations Moderately SOSR

Some examples: Students were engaged in scientific communication and were asked to 
take positions on specific topics. Often these revealed underlying assumptions about 
privilege, socio-economic status, and oppression.
These issues also came up in discussions about how genetics is connected to gender, 
sex, and race among other topics.

Ethnobotany was a major emphasis in the program. Students brought their various 
understandings of oppression, privilege and difference to discussions of program content 
about historical land management practices of indigenous people. One text, Braiding 
Sweetgrass, dealt directly with these issues and provided content for discussion.

[Faculty did not elaborate.]
In the processs of studying fiber arts, students learned about colonial policies and 
practices that endanger indigenous traditional culture and art forms, and the effect such 
policies have on traditional economies and indigenous health and well being.

[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Examined the history of blackface minstrelsy, African-American shows on Broadway, 
shows focused on social issues like gender ("Fun Home") and economic inequality 
("Hadestown").

We included a significant number of seminar texts (plays, short stories, essays, 
speeches) by writers of color, mainly focused on historical topics related to race and 
racism. When reading plays and other texts by people of color and queer writers, we 
discussed issues of representation .

Presenting and inviting reflection on the ties between the rise of fascism(s), racism, and 
nationalism leading up to WWII and now, and both here and in Europe. Reading, 
analyzing, and writing on both research and empirical studies on unconscious bias, 
derogation of others and groups for self-image maintenance, analysis of propaganda.

examined how gender bias impacted scientific inquiry and the practice of medicinal 
botany
Equity and serving the under served in agriculture and business in general. We used 
extensive Dialogue.

In services, workshops, collaboration

[Faculty did not elaborate.]
Literary / cultural theory text; study of social/cultural systems that construct knowledge 
and values that sustain or resist oppression. Discussion of literary texts representing 
different cultural perspectives, traditions, and in some cases, specific issues.

Content areas and activities
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Program Program Type
Medieval Mystics:  Artistic Inquiry and Printmaking Moderately SOSR

Designing for Social Good: Two-Dimensional Design 
and Board Games

Moderately SOSR

Flight of the Firebird: What Ignites Russia's 
Imagination in Literature and Culture

Moderately SOSR

Literature, Literacy, and Disability Moderately SOSR
Student-Originated Studies: Community-Based 
Learning and Action (CCBLA)

Moderately SOSR

Mediaworks: Animation, Documentary and 
Experimental Approaches to the Moving Image

Moderately SOSR

Physical Systems and Applied Mathematics Moderately SOSR

Who Do You Think You Are? Moderately SOSR
Plants in Art, Word, and Healing Moderately SOSR
Geopolitics, Energy, economics, and Stewardship of 
the Pacific Northwest

Moderately SOSR

Ecological Agriculture: The Science, Justice, and 
Policy of Food Systems

Moderately SOSR

Psychology Foundations: History and Systems of 
psychology and Life span Development

Moderately UD

Psychology foundations: Personality theory and 
Abnormal psychology

Moderately UD

The Authentic Self: Becoming an Instrument of 
Change

Moderately UD

Not a Melting Pot: American Identities, Migrations, 
and Places.

Moderately UD

staged reading of Twilight: Los Angeles, documentary play about the 1992 Rodney King 
riots.
We focused particularly on issues of immigration, race, and class.

(Dis)ability

Designing for Social Good emphasized equity, inclusion, anti-oppression strategies and 
themes in game design projects and practices.  We assigned numerous essays and 
articles about positionality of game designers and players, Liberatory Design Deck 
(strategies for inclusive design), Story-Based Strategies, Guest Lecturers addressing 
their own positionality as game designers and game players.

In our study of 19th-century Russia, we examined issues around serfdom, tantamount to 
slavery, and the literature and art created to combat that institution.

race, gender, ability

Domestic ethnography readings and films that represented people of color, LGBTQ 
people, etc., The Waters Connect Us events (see previous entry), numerous 
documentaries about labor issues, native communities' resilience, etc.

Gender, class, and women's issues were prominent in our texts on medieval mysticism. 
These produced opportunities to discover the ways that 21st century readers can't know 
the experiences of medieval people or mystics and we must honor and be curious about 
the descriptions they offer about their experience.  We translated that dynamic into 
contemporary and learning community dynamics in which we cannot know our co-
learners' experiences and must be respectful and curious.

A primary learning objective for our program was "By attending to issues of power, 
identity, privilege, and equity in the practice of math and science, create an intentionally 
inclusive and anti-bias learning environment that is attentive to and respectful of the 
unique gifts and background of each student." We did a pre-first-day writing assignment 
that led to a community agreements workshop. Several seminar writing prompts were 
about improving an inclusive classroom environment.

[American stories of oppression, […], redemption.]
Indigenous studies, e.g. decolonizing plants and traditional medicines.
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Power and oppression in the food system (food justice and environmental justice); 
workshops on these topics: four “I’s” of oppression; white supremacy culture; racial 
identity development; cultural appropriation and cultural humility.

Race, gender, sexual orientation, and class through classroom discussion. Oh and ability 
disability as well.
Race, class, gender and sexual orientation. Through discussion in class.

Content areas and activities
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Program Program Type
Research Capstone in Psychology Moderately UD
Political Ecology of Land: Urban Planning, Property 
Rights, and Land Stewardship

Moderately UD

The Making of Global Capitalism, 1500-1914 Moderately UD
Repair: Sustainability and the Visual Arts as Social 
Practice

Moderately UD

Combinatory Play: Creative Writing, Mathematics, and 
Improv

A little LD

Genes and Poems: Creating Form and Meaning A little LD
Time Past: Earth Processes and Human History A little LD
In Sickness and In Health A little LD
Forests and Farms: The Systems that Sustain Us A little LD

Theme and Variations in Music and Biology A little AL
Writing and Speaking in the Workplace and Beyond A little AL

Unmasking the Material World: Discovering Objects 
as Stories

A little AL

Data and Information: Computational Linguistics A little AL

Asian/American: Pop Culture Crosscurrents A little AL
Environmental Science Foundations: Aquatic 
Systems

A little AL

Food Chemistry (Spring) A little AL
Food Chemistry (Winter) A little AL
Cons, Swindlers, and Cheats A little AL
Matter and Motion A little AL
Business Entrepreneurship Foundations A little AL
Financial sustainability for non-profit organizations A little AL

Computer Science Foundations A little AL
Practice of Organic Farming: Culture and Agriculture 
(Fall)

A little AL

Epic Journeys: From Homer to Dante A little SOSR

Radio Practice and Politics A little SOSR Media representation, media access, media ownership.

U.S. v Washington State / Boldt Decision

in the historical context of our time period, 1500 - 1914
We kept equity at the center of our EcoDistrict work as we considered equitable housing, 
health care for the homeless, and much more. We had workshops on positionality to 
help us recognize our social position and privilege or disadvantage. We had writing 
assignments that encouraged students to reflect on their own status.

Theater/Performance workshops
group and collaboration development
literary history

Economic and investment history and how it has impacted people differently.
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Ethics seminar
We did address food insecurity and how organic production some of those issues. We 
always emphasis to be aware of gender roles in agriculture and how best to combat 
them.
Readings and discussion of privilege and oppression in male-dominate, slave-holding, 
imperialist cultures, as well as religious dogmatism as form of oppression.

Asian/Pacific Islander American studies
We discussed the history of science, current voices in science, the ethics of scientific 
practices, and worked to make our study of biology and chemistry inclusive of viewpoints 
beyond the western paradigm.

[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Discussed articles on representation of women and minorities in computer-based 
education and jobs.

Power relations embedded in formal communications, both spoken and written; 
workplace dynamics.
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Seminar readings and essays
Cross-Cultural Studies, Colonialism, Race and Health
Social Justice, e.g. readings and workshops with Soulfire Farm – Farming while black. 
Issues of access to land and food.
seminar discussions

Content areas and activities

[Faculty did not elaborate.]

See answers for 10B, related topics and experiences.
See answers for 10B, related topics and experiences.
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

seminars on issues of race, class, and gender
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Program Program Type
Consciousness, Dreams, and Everyday Life: Self, 
Other, World

A little SOSR

Music History: Mozart in Context and Practice (W) A little SOSR

Environmental Biology and Chemistry A little SOSR

Student-Originated Studies: Printmaking A little SOSR

Molecule to Organism A little SOSR
Caring for a Living Planet: Ecology and Ethics A little SOSR

undergraduate research in Scientific Inquiry with J. 
Neitzel

A little SOSR

Riding the Carbon Cycle from the Mountains to the A little SOSR
Environmental Analysis A little SOSR
Sustainability Accounting: Can Accountants Make the 
Planet Safer?

A little SOSR

Student-Originated Studies: Food and Agriculture A little SOSR

Student-Originated Studies: Food and Agriculture A little SOSR

Undergraduate Research in Scientific Inquiry with N. 
Murray

A little UD

The Fungal Kingdom A little UD

Advanced Research in Environmental Studies with C. 
LeRoy

A little UD

Invertebrate Zoology A little UD
Symbiosis A little UD

Environmental justice and land management issues
Discussion of current controversies around management of Mount St Helens, 
downstream communities, and native rights.

Seminar reading
[Faculty did not elaborate.]

Ethnic, differential health impacts, use and traditional medicine

environmental justice and global climate change
Privilege in participating in the sciences (and therefore incl. oppression)
examined the social responsibility dimension of sustainability

Access to healthy food. Production cost plus profit vs. food price.

Some discussion of the biological basis for the position that race is a social construction. 
Some discussion of the implicit biases of ethical theories with respect to race, class, and 
gender.

Racism in the 18th Century

considering environmental issues in USA versus developing countries - policies and 
procedures on use of pesticides, based on environmental considerations versus saving 
lives.

Because this program was for upper division students doing laboratory research, there 
were no activities as described. Having said that, my students and I had many 
conversations about issues oppression, privilege and difference within the sciences 
generally and at Evergreen specifically.

had students identify non-white individuals that had contributed to mycology and make a 
poster/do a short presentation

queer theory, sexual orientiation and identity as it pertained to research students were 
conducting for artistic practice
presentation, reflection

[Faculty did not elaborate.]
Content areas and activities

We looked at food insecurity and where organic production can fit into a solution.
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